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History
• first survey in July 2011, published in „Career situation of female astronomers in 

Germany“ 61 participants, Fohlmeister & Helling 2012, AN 333, 280

• after acception of the paper by AN (Astronomical Notes)  AND before publication 
(March 2012) we performed the same survey with male astronomers in Germany: 

• for this astronomers from astronomical institutes in Göttingen, Hamburg, Jena, Bonn, 
Würzburg, München and abroad received invitation to participate by Email (71 men 
out of about 200 took part)

• Christiane Helling arranged to perform the same survey during the UK-Germany 
National Astronomy Meeting (NAM) in March 2012 in Manchester, received only a few 
responses (61 out of 934 NAM participants: 6%)

• Robert Massey from the committee on women in astronomy and geophysics 
(CWIAG) of the Royal Astronomical Society distributed the link to the RAS Points of 
Contact in UK universities and research establishments in June 2012: 279 
participants (108 male, 169 female), he thinks about 3000 RAS members could have 
received the invitation, including journalists, teachers and amateurs
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Conclusion first survey
„Career situation of female astronomers in Germany“

1. Networking and human support are essential.

2. Young students should carefully choose their supervisor.

3. Postdoctoral experience abroad is a crucial factor.

4. Motherhood complicates things.

5. Prejudices are abundant, and are perceived as discriminating

6. Never trust a (job) promise until everything is fixed on paper and signed by all parties. 
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German astronomers surveys 
61 women and 71 men, filled the questionnaire anonymously 

age distribution:
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Current position

student

phd student

postdoc

junior research group leader

staff permanently

professor/lecturer/tenure

outside astronomy

unemployed
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Where did you grow up?

73% / 93%

20% / 3%

7% / 4%

Current work place ?

 70% / 73%

27% / 17%

3% / 10%

Germany
other country in Europe

outside Europe/ overseas
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Germany

other country in Europe

outside Europe/ overseas
0 25 50 75 100
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Duration of current contract

How do you rank your current job?

less than 1 year

up to 2 years

up to 3 years

up to 5 years

more than 5 years

permanent

0 8 15 23 30

short transitional phase

stable phase

longterm perspective

0 13 25 38 50 %

%
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How did you find your current job?

personal contacts

advertisement on the internet

position change within institution

I was asked to come

own funding

via recommendation of a mentor

advertisement via Email

0 13 25 38 50 %
The fraction of women who found their job via application to a advertised position 
on the internet or raised their own funding is higher than for men. Men are more 
often asked to come, recommended by a mentor or change within institution.
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Why did you decide for this position?
interesting project

vicinity of family

working conditions

reputation of the institute

fantastic team

qualification potential

lack of alternatives

job safety

salary

disired location change

promotion prospects

0 20 40 60 80 %

No big differences, only reputation of the insitute, the team and qualification potential 
seem slightly more important for women.
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Are you happy with your...
scientific projects

working conditions

promotion prospects

professional training

work-life-balance

working time

job safety

equipment

possibility to realize own ideas

family support

travel funds

salary

+ -
scientific projects

working conditions

promotion prospects

professional training

work-life-balance

working time

job safety

equipment

possibility to realize own ideas

family support

travel funds

salary
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Private life
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Do you have a partner/spouse?

                                                               yes 77/71%                 no 23/29%

partner is: 
astronomer, physicist : 50/26%
scientist: 6/22%
working outside science: 44/52%

90/84% live in the same city

The fraction of women and men with partner is similar. The partner of every second 
female is astronomer or physicist; men more often find their partner outside science 
(limited pool?).
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Do you have children?

yes 33/29%                   no 67/71%

How many children would you like to have 
in the future?

0

1

2

3

4

more

0 15 30 45 60

Fraction of men 
without children is 
higher; 28 % of 
the men never 
want to have 
children, the rest 
not more than 3.

%
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Reasons for not having children

uncertain job situation

I dont have the right partner

I dont see how to balance work and familiy

work load is too high

children dont fit my lifestyle

I dont want to take the responsibility yet

I dont want children

my financial situation is too bad 

I live in a long-distance relationship

my partner does not want a child (yet)

health reasons

I dont know appropriate childcare

0 15 30 45 60%
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How did your professional role change 
due to the fact that you have children?

n=21,22

I feel very restricted in mobility

problems to concentrate due to the family work load

I feel more balanced and motivated

I am as active as before 

I have problems to keep up

I feel pressed into the parental role

0 18 35 53 70
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Women more often feel restricted in their mobility and have to cope with the family 
work load. For men the advantages weigh more heavily.
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Career development
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The percentage of female astronomers who completed a stay abroad is higher. 

All female astronomers with permanent position (12, staff and professors) in this survey had 
at least one stay abroad! 

38% (8) of the male permanent staff (21) had zero stays abroad.
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How many stays abroad (for more than 3 months) 
did you complete?

%
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What are the most important factors 
for a career in astronomy?

networking
number of papers
work on hot topic

quality of own research
regular presence at conferences

working independently
flexibility

work experience abroad
a strong mentor
organising skills

negotiation skills
abillity to work in a team

creativity
support by family 

special knowledge
general knowledge in astronomy

0 20 40 60 80%
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Female vs male astronomers in the UK 
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Female vs male astronomers UK 

• 108 women and 169 men, filled the questionnaire anonymously 
• age distribution: more young women than men
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Where did you grow up?

Current work place ?

UK
other country in Europe

outside Europe/ overseas
0 15 30 45 60

UK
other country in Europe

outside Europe/ overseas
0 20 40 60 80

RAS women: 
1/3 UK, Europe, overseas each; 
Germany: 2/3 German, 1/3 Europe
RAS sample more international 
than German sample

more RAS men 
than women work 
in the UK
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Current position

student

phd student

postdoc

junior research group leader

staff permanently

professor/lecturer/tenure

outside astronomy

unemployed

0 13 25 38 50
%

As in the German sample there is more men than women in higher positions.
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How did you find your current job?

personal contacts

advertisement on the internet

position change within institution

I was asked to come

own funding

via recommendation of a mentor

advertisement via Email

0 10 20 30 40 %

As in Germany more men than women are asked to come or change within 
institution. Here, women are more often recommended by a mentor or found their job 
due to personal contacts than men.
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How did you find your current job?

personal contacts

advertisement on the internet

position change within institution

I was asked to come

own funding

via recommendation of a mentor

advertisement via Email

0 13 25 38 50 %

Personal contacts play a more important role for German astronomers. As in 
Germany more men than women are asked to come or change within institution. 
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Why did you decide for this position?
interesting project

vicinity of family

working conditions

reputation of the institute

fantastic team

qualification potential

lack of alternatives

job safety

salary

disired location change

promotion prospects

0 20 40 60 80
%Vicinity of the family and to work for an interesting project is more important for 

German astronomers. RAS members set more importance on the reputation of the 
institute.
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Do you want to do astronomical 
research on the long term?

absolutely

if possible

I dont need to

0 15 30 45 60

German women are less determined about their future in astronomy.
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Do you have a partner/spouse?
                                                               yes 77/71%                 

                                                                              78/85                          

partner is: 
astronomer, physicist : 50/26%, 44/18%
scientist: 6/22%, 8/12%
working outside science: 44/52%, 48/70%

90/84% live in the same city

75/80

The partner of very second female is astronomer or physicist; men more often find their 
partner outside science (limited pool?). RAS members less often have partners and if, 
less long distance relationships.
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Do you have children?

How many children 
would you like to have 
in the future?
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more
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Fraction of people with children/ who 
dont want to have children is highest 
among RAS men.
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How did your professional role change 
due to the fact that you have children?

I feel very restricted in mobility

problems to concentrate due to the family work load

I feel more balanced and motivated

I am as active as before 

I have problems to keep up

I feel pressed into the parental role

0 15 30 45 60

RAS women also feel more restricted in their mobility than men. Otherwise, the 
differences are less pronounced than in German sample.

n=46,47
%
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How did your professional role change 
due to the fact that you have children?

n=46,47

I feel very restricted in mobility

problems to concentrate due to the family work load

I feel more balanced and motivated

I am as active as before 

I have problems to keep up

I feel pressed into the parental role

0 18 35 53 70

RAS women also feel more restricted in their mobility than men. Otherwise, the 
differences are less pronounced than in German sample. For German men the 
advantages even weigh more heavily than for RAS men. 

n=21,22
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How many stays abroad (for more than 
3 months) did you complete?
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Most of the German woman (71%) have been abroad, but less than half 
of the German men, RAS men and women.
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Have you been supported by a mentor?

0

18

35

53

70

yes no

German women are 
the least supported.

Out of all participants, only 39% of 
the female astronomers, but more 
than 60% of the other three groups 
have been supported by a mentor 
and state that this was very helpful 
for the career.
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What are the most important factors 
for a career in astronomy?

networking
number of papers
work on hot topic

quality of own research
regular presence at conferences

working independently
flexibility

work experience abroad
a strong mentor
organising skills

negotiation skills
abillity to work in a team

creativity
support by family 

special knowledge
general knowledge in astronomy

0 20 40 60 80
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Summary
• There is more elder men than women and more men in higher positions in both the 

German and RAS sample.

• RAS sample is more international than German one (same for the astronomical 
society)?

• Especially German women more often feel restricted in their mobility due to children 
and have to cope with the family work load. For German men the advantages of 
having a family weigh most heavily.

• The percentage of female German astronomers who completed stays abroad is 
highest among the different groups (71%).

• Personal contacts play a more important role for finding a position for German than 
for RAS astronomers. As in Germany, more RAS men than women are asked to 
come for a position or change within their institution. German women more often find 
their job via application to a advertised position on the internet or raised their own 
funding than men.

• German woman are the least often supported group by a mentor; all that have been 
supported, state that this was very helpful for the career.
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Thank you!

Everyone who filled the questionnaire
Christiane Helling

Eva Grebel, Sonja Schuh, Inga Kamp, Stefanie Komossa, Sabine Reffert and 
Jessica Agarwal for valuable comments

NAM organisors
Robert Massey and the committee on women in astronomy and geophysics of 

the RAS
Rebekka Weinel for technical support


